Quite recently, the observation of instantaneous ionization tunneling time was reported in nature research letter (1). The authors ruled out all commonly used finite tunneling times spent by an electron under the potential barrier. Actually, their result is not surprising having in mind both, the imaginary evanescent and tunneling solutions of the Helmholtz and Schrödinger equations. Both solutions have imaginary wavenumbers corresponding to a negative energy and an imaginary time. Surprisingly, only a few former theoretical and experimental studies were cited in this letter. For instance, two theoretical studies published in Physical Review Letters in 2016 (2,3) are mentioned. They describe experiments of superluminal tunneling by weak measurement and by backpropagation. These approaches were applied to elucidate the tunneling experiments in strong field ionization. Previously published further related references were not taken into account. The authors did not differentiate between zero tunneling time inside a barrier and the finite time spent at the barrier front (the input boundary time). Non-ionizing photonic tunneling experiments have shown that the reflection time equals the total transmission time (4). Such experiments have displayed zero time spent in a barrier as early as 1992 (5).
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Recently, an instantaneous transition of the Coulomb barrier was observed in an experiment of field ionization of He (6) . This paper did neither present former experimental nor theoretical studies on the general tunneling topic. Most former experiments and theoretical studies have not been dealing with ionization tunneling experiments, however, we expect a similar behavior, namely a zero time tunneling in the barrier. In the non-ionizing process the tunneling time equals the reflection time (4). The tunneled photons and other particles have the same quantum state as the incident ones. In addition a universal tunneling time t U was found in several fields. The observed and calculated time is given by the relation t U ≈ h/E, where h is the Planck constant and E the particle energy (7, 8) . In the claimed ionizing tunneling time of 1.8 as (1-3), this value would correspond to an energy of the tunneled electron of 2.3 eV. Sommerfeld claimed that quantum mechanical tunneling has a perfect analog, namely the double prisms as sketched in the figure. In fact, all the wave experiments independent of electromagnetic, elastic or Schrödinger fields will yield the same results as Brillouin wrote (11) . Incidentally, superluminal experimental results can be described by a universal tunneling time without violating causality or the special theory of relativity (13) . The approach via Schrödinger equation and phase time as published by Hartman in 1962 agrees with the experimental data of non-ionizing tunneling time (5, (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) . Fig. 1 Double prisms, the optical QM tunneling analog according to Sommerfeld (9) . E and U are the particle's energy and the potential barrier's height respectively. D is the Goos-Hänchen shift along the surface and d the width of the gap between the two prisms. The gap traversal time t ꓕ is observed to be zero and t ‖ represents the effective tunneling time . In such a symmetrical set-up both, the reflected and the transmitted beams are detected at the same time (10).
We are wondering about the limited cited references on earlier zero time studies published in leading journals. The recent experimental results are compelling a zero tunneling time, which was conjectured in various theoretical studies. Incidentally, most physicists belief zero-time and superluminal velocity means non-causality and the possibility of time machines, which however is wrong (13, 18) . Christian Morgenstern (1871-1914), finishes his poem "The Impossible Fact" ………And he comes to the conclusion:
His mishap was an illusion, for, he reasons pointedly, that which must not, cannot be.
